


WHAT A CROC! :

WELCOMING  
TOLEDO’S  
LATEST WONDER  

DOWN UNDER
By Richard Rothrock
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Actual size fiberglass replica 
of Baru in childrens’ play area.



Americans in general and Toledoans in particular have always had a weakness for big 
brawny Australian males: Mel Gibson, Paul Hogan, Russell Crowe, or the late Crocodile  
Hunter Steve Irwin. Must be the accent. Well, step aside all you would-be Crocodile Dundees. 
The genuine article has come to town. That’s right. There’s a new Aussie big boy in town.  
The Toledo Zoo is proud this summer to welcome from Down Under, Baru, now the largest  
saltwater crocodile in North America.

For those of you whose familiarity with crocs is limited to Lyle the Crocodile in the classic 
children’s book, The House on East 88th Street, big Baru (pronounced Bah-roo) will be quite 
an eye opener! At 17 feet and 1500 pounds, he is the obvious centerpiece of the Toledo Zoo’s 
new Wild Walkabout (presented by Mercy), a zoo-wide exhibit designed to bring people face  
to face with the fascinating natural world of Australia.

Fifty species of Aussie animals, some of the world’s most unusual, will be on display in the 
Wallaby Walk-thru, award-winning Aviary, historic Reptile House, and Museum of Science. 
These will include the Death adder, Coastal taipan, Green 
tree python, Birds of Paradise, Kiwi, Kookaburra, Wallaby,  
Dingo, and Giant Prickly Stick Insect. But the undisputed  
star will be Baru (an indigenous Australian word  
for saltwater crocodile).

So how did a simple crocodile country boy end up in the Glass  
City? Well, like all star stories, Baru has humble origins.  
It all started on a ranch in rural Australia where Baru was  
making himself at home in the nearby river. As happens  
so often in these stories, Baru’s natural talents proved 
unappreciated by his small-town neighbors. Maybe it  
was because he was accused of eating a cow or  
two to get by. Or maybe because the rancher  
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The zoo had expected Baru to take several weeks 
acclimatizing to his new digs but, happily, he 
seemed comfortable right away. “He’s doing 
great,” Sailer smiles. “He is a very well adjusted 
big crocodile.”

One of the first good signs that he was taking 
to Toledo like a Joey to the bush was when he 
started eating soon after his arrival. “We had 
been assured,” Sailer said, “by a lot of folks 
that work with crocodiles that we should really 
only need to worry 6-8 months down the road 
if he didn’t eat. And for him to have adjusted 
within two months and be eating is a really 
fantastic sign that he’s happy and comfortable.”

And what does a crocodile eat? Not Lyle the 
Crocodile’s Turkish caviar. “Right now he’s eating 
beef,” Sailer said.  “We’re trying to switch 
him over to chicken because it’s a little more 
balanced overall. He was eating chicken at the 
facility he was living in in Australia and now 
he’s decided,`I don’t like chicken. I like beef.’”  

Sounds like someone knows who is king of the 
exhibit!

Having Baru in Toledo is also a great opportunity 
for people to learn more about saltwater  
crocodiles as a species. While likely the largest 

wasn’t happy having such a large “neighbor”  
dropping by unannounced to say, “G’day.”  
But Baru was labeled a “nuisance animal” by 
authorities and carted off to a crocodile farm 
in Darwin. There, things were looking up.   
He had his own enclosure but chances for  
further advancement in the world seemed 
rather slim. Crikey! What’s a croc to do?

Enter the Toledo Zoo who happened to be 
looking for a new croc for their reptile house. 
“We were thinking about the possibility of  
having a large saltwater crocodile on exhibit,” 
said Toledo Zoo executive  director and  
CEO Jeff Sailer, “and we just got lucky that  
he was available and that he was of such a  
superior size.”

Of course, bringing him to Toledo was no  
small task, not only in terms of transportation 
but also renovating the crocodile solarium  
in the Reptile House.  Fortunately, Block  
Communications, Inc. recognized a star in  
the making and stepped up to cover the costs.  
Faster than you can say Hector P. Valenti  
(star of stage and screen), it was decided  
Baru would trade in his Darwin enclosure for  
something more fashionable in the Glass City.

After months of planning, Baru was loaded 
into a comfortable box for his long journey  
to Northwest Ohio. Qantas Airlines flew him 
via Brisbane and Sydney to Dallas, Texas, in 
15 hours where Toledo Zoo personnel greeted 
him. Once he’d cleared customs and been 
inspected by U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Baru 
boarded a chartered flight to Toledo Express 
Airport. There he made his final transfer to a 
26-foot Ryder truck heated to 80 degrees for 
the final 17-mile leg to the Zoo. All told, the 
trip took 50 hours.

Awaiting him was the newly renovated crocodile 
solarium which had been transformed in the 
interim into a spacious 1,250 square foot, 
temperature controlled exhibit. New features 
included a 6-foot deep, 18,000-gallon pool at 
the center, a heated beach for basking, and 
overhead skylights to allow the sun’s rays to 
shine through and warm a weary crocodile’s 
hide.

“THERE’S A NEW 
AUSSIE bIG bOy  
IN TOWN”

Continued from page 7
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of his kind in North America, Baru is certainly 
not the largest of his species. Saltwater crocs 
have been known to grow up to twenty feet 
and weigh in at 2200 pounds. They are the 
largest reptiles left on earth and the closest 
thing to a modern day dinosaur.

They are largely endangered in every place  
in the world except Australia where the 
government instituted an intensive management 
system back in the 1970s to conserve them. 
“They went from being endangered in Australia 
to being quite prolific again,” Sailer says. “Just 
like the American alligator. So it’s also a nice 
complementary story to the American alligator.”

So what is Baru like, up close and personal?  
How does he spend his days?

He explores his exhibit. He basks on the beach. 
He checks out people who are looking at him.  
“He is very curious about new things,” Sailer 
acknowledges. But most of all, he sleeps.

And what about his personality? “In the first 
month he was here,” Sailer laughs, “it was very 
quiet around him because we didn’t want to 
startle him. And it’s kind of funny to think of 
startling him because we’d look in the exhibit 
and he would appear to be sleeping on the  
bottom of the pool with his eyes closed, just 
sort of relaxed and not moving or anything. 
You’d turn around to tell somebody, `Oh yeah, 
he’s on the bottom of the pool.’ And when you 
turned back around to look in he was no longer 
on the bottom of the pool, he was right there 
looking at you inches away. And you’re thinking 
I’m really glad that glass is there.”

The zoo estimates that because of his size and 
the fine shape of his scales Baru is probably 
between 45 and 50 years old. Now that he has 
taken up permanent residence in Toledo, it 
is hoped that Baru will prove a motivator for 
people to check him out and then check out 
more about conservation in the world.

“I hope he excites people,” Sailer says. “This 
zoo has a long history of firsts; the first to have 
a hippoquarium in any zoo in the world. We’ve 
done fantastic things with conservation programs 
with frogs and butterflies and we do great  
programs with education. Bringing this guy 
here is really kind of incredible because it really 
gives us a hook to grab people’s imaginations 
and their excitement about wildlife and 
conservation issues.”

The late Crocodile Hunter Steve Irwin believed 
“education is all about being excited about 
something. Seeing passion and enthusiasm 
helps push an educational message.” If that is 
the case, the Toledo Zoo has just added one of 
the largest generators of enthusiasm in North 
America.

“Toledo Zoo visitors are going to see a truly 
remarkable animal ambassador that we hope 
gets them excited about wildlife and the natural 
world,” Sailer says. “It is nice for him to have a 
purpose beyond sitting in this little pond.”

Baru has come a long way from that ranch in 
Australia. He’s paid his dues and he is ready to 
be a star. And there’s no going back. Are you 
ready Toledo? Go out to the zoo and check him 
out.

Baru – Australian for CROCODILE!
R


